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Dear Members of the Senate and the Asse
mbly,
On behalf of the New York Immigration
Coalition, a statewide organization repre
senting over
200 non-profit organizations who work with
immigrant New Yorkers, we write to
urge the
inclusion of renewed and increased fund
ing for immigration legal services in the
FY 2019
New York State Budget.
Never has the need to fund immigration
legal services been greater. Because
immigration
law is civil and overseen by administrativ
e courts, Constitutional protections
do
not apply.
This includes the right to counsel, right
to a speedy trial, or protection from crue
l
and
unusual punishment. Nonetheless, and
despite its civil designation, the immigrat
ion legal
system is quasi-criminal in nature. Deni
als of applications for benefits can
lead to
deportation proceedings. These proceedin
gs occur in an adversarial context, with
the
government being represented by a train
ed attorney regardless of the immigran
t’s
abili
ty to
obtain legal representation. Arrests by
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE
) have
every semblance of a criminal arrest
and can lead to weeks or months of deten
tion, often in
county jails or private detention centers
many states away.
Such a system is primed for overreach.
For example, ICE warrants are administ
rative,
meaning they are not reviewed by an
independent fact-finder who can deter
mine
whether
probable cause has been established.
Within 100 miles of the border, Border Patro
l can
suspend constitutional protections and
stop anyone they deem suspect of bein
g unlawfully
present in the United States, often
based on the color of their skin or the
language they are
speaking. At the same time, in the last
three years attorneys have seen the well
-established
interpretations of law, including state
law, be revisited, new policies with burd
enso
me
requirements be rolled out, all as imm
igration applications adjudications have
slowed down
significantly.
To add to the fear and feeling of unrest
within immigrant communities, more
New Yorkers
are at risk of deportation than ever befo
re. There were 80% more deportation
orders
entered by immigration judges in 2019
compared to 2018 in New York, and Imm
igration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Bord
er Patrol arrests jumped by 25% acro
ss
the state
between 2017 and 2018. At the same
time, there have been numerous chan
ges
to
immigration court policies and practices
aimed at speeding up case timelines and
limiting
immigrants’ opportunities to present their
cases in full.
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Regardless of how long they have been in the country, however,
once placed in the
deportation pipeline New Yorkers all face the same challenge of
defending themselves
against deportation charges in one of New York’s six immigration
courts. In those
instances, having an attorney on a case significantly affects the
outcome. A study
published in 2018 on the impact of the New York Immigrant Family
Unity Project (NYIFUP) in
New York City, a state-wide version of which was fully funded
for the first time in FY 2018,
shows that having an attorney increased chances of winning and
gaining the ability to
legally remain in the US by 11100%. The reasons for this discrep
ancy are clear. Once
arrested and placed in deportation proceedings by ICE, and withou
t assigned counsel, it is
up to the individual to defend themselves. This includes provid
ing evidence to rebut the
government’s assertion that they should be deported (even as
they are detained in a jail cell
that can be hundreds of miles, and sometimes several states,
away from family members
and friends), establishing that they qualify for legal status in the
United States or that the
government is wrong in alleging that the legal status they were
previously in has expired,
taking testimony for themselves and any witness they wish
to call as well as
cross-examining government witnesses, and making arguments
of law.
Detained immigrants am not the only ones who need lawyer
s, however. According to the
Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (ThAC) at Syracu
se University, as of January,
2020 there are nearly 130,000 cases pending in front of New York’s
immigration courts.
Nearly 120,000 of those were non-detained individuals facing
one of 41 judges in the New
York City courts, which holds jurisdiction over the city, Long Island,
and the lower Hudson
Valley. Over 2,000 cases were non-detained and before one of
the 4 judges in the Buffalo
immigration court, which has jurisdiction over the remainder
of the state. While
non-detained individuals may have a better chance of finding
counsel while their cases are
pending, indigent and low-income immigrants struggle to
find affordable and trustworthy
legal representation and face the same challenges as their detaine
d counterparts.
Over 100,000 immigrant New Yorkers are currently facing deport
ation. There is no way to
estimate how many may unknowingly qualify for immigration benefit
s, but undocumented
immigrant New Yorkers routinely report massive difficulties in
accessing counsel to simply
determine their options and make choices for themselves
and their families. What is more,
statistics from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) show that
the lower the prevalence of
lawyers in an ama, the higher the incidences of immigration service
s fraud, which heightens
risk of losing eligibility for future benefits and puts an individual risk
at
for deportation.
Simply put, the need for lawyers is necessary to ensure that due proces
s is respected and
that immigrant New Yorker’s rights are upheld even as federal
policies continue to
disproportionately target them.
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In FY 2020, New York made an extraordinary investment into
immigration legal services.
Local and State Governments invested $75 million for immigration
legal services, including
nearly $17 million from the State, $58 million from New York
City, and various other funding
from counties and municipalities. State funding was mainly
funneled through New York’s
Office for New Americans (ONA), with $6.4 million being
allocated to DNA programming and
an additional $10 million for the Liberty Defense Project (LDP)
, which is also administered
through ONA. The remaining funding was made through
appropriations to specific
organizations. In 2019, legal services were expanded throug
h the implementation of two
December, 2018 Requests for Applications issued by DNA
for legal services: $3 miflion for
the DNA Legal Counsels program, which expanded from
6 attorney positions to 13, as well
as $2.8 million for legal positions through the LDP. In additio
n, $4.25 million was granted to
the Vera Institute to continue running the state-wide New York
Immigrant Family Unity
Project, which provides universal representation to detaine
d immigrants facing deportation
in New York, and $2 million went to a network of DNA “Oppo
rtunity Centers”, which provide
citizenship application assistance through the State and
were reduced from the original 27
to 23.
To ensure these investments have a meaningful impact, it
is crucial that they be renewed
and funding increased for one very specific reason: immig
ration cases, whether a
deportation proceeding or an affirmative application
for an immigration benefit, take years
to resolve. By not renewing the funding now, the practical
effect would be that New Yorkers
who were able to gain access to counsel through these
programs will effectively lose their
lawyers halfway through their cases. By not increasing the fundin
g, legal representatives will
not have the capacity to take on new cases in addition to
working on the cases they have
already opened in previous years. In addition, while the
investments are significant, they
remain insufficient to meet the huge need, particularly in
areas outside of New York City.
Beginning in 2017, the New York Immigration Coalition began
surveying both immigrant
communities and legal service providers to determine the
challenges both face in obtaining
and providing legal representation. The most recent survey
s showed that:
•

The main barriers that immigrant New Yorkers continue
to face in obtaining
immigration-specific legal services are:
o
Geographic: 63% of providers are located in New York
City and are limited by
existing funding streams to serving only residents of the
five boroughs. This
leaves those living in the rest of the state severely unders
erved. The more
rural the area, the less likely there is to be even one immig
ration legal service
provider. The lack of access to drivers licenses or reliabl
e transportation
further isolates these vulnerable New Yorkers.
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Upstate New York, where several law schools struggle to find local jobs for their recent
graduates due to the Tack of avaHable supervision within organizations.
In Fiscal Year 2020, both New York City and New York State significantly expanded funding
streams for legal service providers. However, challenges remain to ensure the effectiveness
of these funds.
To ensure that the funding has the most impact on New York’s communities, the New York
Immigration Coalition makes the following recommendations for Fiscal Year 2021:
•

•

•

•

•

Increase the funding for immigration legal services to $15.3 million, from its current
$10 million, to enable legal representatives within the Liberty Defense Project to
continue work on existing cases and to allow new providers to serve 1,000 New
Yorkers needing legal assistance to protect themselves against federai anti-immigrant
enforcement. The funds should be distributed to organizations providing legal
representation as well as community-based organizations handling outreach, know
your rights presentations, and community education.
Increase the budget of the Office for New Americans to $9.1 million from its current
$6.4 million, to restore full funding to the ONA Opportunity Centers and to bring the
number of centers back to its original 27. This would allow ONA to prepare an
additional 400 citizenship applications, host an additional 48 intake days, and restore
English classes for approximately 3,000 New Yorkers a year.
Ensure that funding is not tied to high case numbers, but rather contracts that rely on
the expertise of the providers to use the funds in the way that best serve their entire
community, and that grows the field so that more knowledgeable staff attorneys
continue to take on representation of immigrants.
Distribute additional funding between existing programs, which need the increase in
order to be able to take on new cases and continue serving those that they already
opened, and new providers through competitive bidding processes.
Support the Access to Representation Act, which would create a statutory right to
counsel for immigrants facing deportation in New York and would create stable and
sustainable funding streams for providers trying to meet the crushing need.

We thank you for your time and attention to this testimony. For any follow up questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact Camille Mackler, Director of Immigration Legal
Policy at the New York Immigration Coalition, at cmackIer@nyic.org. In addition, many of
these findings can be found in our report; “No Safe Harbor; Challenges in Obtaining Legal
Representation in New York State” available at www.nyic.org/nosafeharbor.
Respectfully submitted,
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